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Perspectives on Personality - Charles S. Carver 2004
Jason Freeman lives in Malibu - a town full of beautiful rich kids whose
lives revolve around money, fashion, cars and parties. But these teens
hide a dark - and dangerous secret . . . High Stakes Jason thinks he must
have just about taken all the challenges that can be thrown at him and
Sienna, until Sienna's older sister, Paige turns up unexpectedly back
from college in Paris. But when Paige's old boyfriend Mark turns up,
things get dangerous. Sienna is missing and being used as bait between
Paige and Mark. Suddenly the stakes are very high . . . Hunted The
vampire clique are settling in for a good summer. But their peace is
shattered when evidence emerges that there's a vampire hunter in town.
Friends are going missing and then reappearing with no real memory of
what's happened to them. What's really going on?
Alias Grace - Margaret Atwood 2011-06-08
In Alias Grace, the bestselling author of The Handmaid's Tale takes
readers into the life of one of the most notorious women of the
nineteenth century—recently adapted into a 6-part Netflix original miniseries by director Mary Harron and writer/actress Sarah Polley. It's
1843, and Grace Marks has been convicted for her involvement in the
vicious murders of her employer and his housekeeper and mistress.
Some believe Grace is innocent; others think her evil or insane. Now
serving a life sentence, Grace claims to have no memory of the murders.
An up-and-coming expert in the burgeoning field of mental illness is
engaged by a group of reformers and spiritualists who seek a pardon for
Grace. He listens to her story while bringing her closer and closer to the
day she cannot remember. What will he find in attempting to unlock her
memories? Captivating and disturbing, Alias Grace showcases
bestselling, Booker Prize-winning author Margaret Atwood at the peak of
her powers.
Teaching Translation from Spanish to English - Allison Beeby Lonsdale
1996
While many professional translators believe the ability to translate is a
gift that one either has or does not have, Allison Beeby Lonsdale
questions this view. In her innovative book, she demonstrates how
teachers can guide their students by showing them how insights from
communication theory, discourse analysis, pragmatics, and semiotics
illuminate the translation process. Challenging long-held assumptions,
she establishes a fascinating framework on which to base the structure
of a professional prose-translation class. Her original contributions to the
question of directionatliy and to the specific strategies of tranlsating are
applicable to not only the teaching of translation from Spanish to
English, but to other teaching situations and to other pairs of languages
as well. She also reviews the latest attempts in translation theory to
define and contextualize ideal translator competence, student translator
competence, and general translation strategies. Beeby Lonsdale
completes her book by applying her conclusions to selecting and
organizing the content of teaching translation from Spanish to English.
She illustrates one or more of the basic translation principles through 29
teaching units, which are prefaced by objectives, tasks, and
commentaries for the teacher, and through 48 task sheets, which show
how to present the material to students.
Libros de México - 1989
History of Psychology - Thomas Hardy Leahey 2009-01-07
MySearchLab provides students with a complete understanding of the
research process so they can complete research projects confidently and
efficiently. Students and instructors with an internet connection can visit
www.MySearchLab.com and receive immediate access to thousands of
full articles from the EBSCO ContentSelect database. In addition,
MySearchLab offers extensive content on the research process
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itself—including tips on how to navigate and maximize time in the
campus library, a step-by-step guide on writing a research paper, and
instructions on how to finish an academic assignment with endnotes and
bibliography. This narrative history of psychology from the ancient
Greeks through the present focuses on the main philosophical themes
that have guided thinking in psychology, while carefully considering the
subject in its religious, social, and literary contexts. Topics include:
background to psychology, containing information about the origins,
spirituality, the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries;
founding psychology, including scientific psychology, and Sigmund Freud
and psychoanalysis; and modern psychology. An excellent reference work
for psychologists and psychoanalysts.
Bibliografía general española e hispano-americana - 1934
Feb./Mar. 1941 a cumulative volume covering period July 1936-Dec.
1940.
Address in Portuguese and Spanish - Martin Hummel 2020-07-20
The volume provides the first systematic comparative approach to the
history of forms of address in Portuguese and Spanish, in their European
and American varieties. Both languages share a common history—e.g.,
the personal union of Philipp II of Spain and Philipp I of Portugal; the
parallel colonization of the Americas by Portugal and Spain; the longterm transformation from a feudal to a democratic system—in which
crucial moments in the diachrony of address took place. To give one
example, empirical data show that the puzzling late spread of Sp. usted
‘you (formal, polite)’ and Pt. você ‘you’ across America can be explained
for both languages by the role of the political and military colonial
administration. To explore these new insights, the volume relies on an
innovative methodology, as it links traditional downstream diachrony
with upstream diachronic reconstruction based on synchronic variation.
Including theoretical reflections as well as fine-grained empirical studies,
it brings together the most relevant authors in the field.
A Great Place to Work For All - Michael C. Bush 2018-03-13
Greatness Redefined for the 21st Century Today's business climate is
defined by speed, social technologies, and people's expectations of
“values” besides value. As a result, leaders have to create an outstanding
culture for all, no matter who they are or what they do for the
organization. This groundbreaking book, from the creators of the goldstandard Fortune 100 Best Companies to Work For list, shows how it's
done. Through inspiring stories and compelling research, the authors
demonstrate that great places to work for all benefit the individuals
working there and contribute to a better global society—even as they
outperform in the stock market and grow revenue three times faster than
less-inclusive rivals. This is a call to lead so that organizations develop
every ounce of human potential.
Introduction to Clinical Psychology - Lynda A. Heiden 2013-06-29
Bringing together contributions by leaders in the field of clinical
psychology, this highly readable textbook provides a current perspective
on theory, training, assessment, consultation, research, and outpatient
and inpatient practice. Bridging the gap between theory and practice,
contributors offer a professional perspective on the various specialized
activities and settings of a clinical psychologist. With this unique insight,
advanced undergraduate and beginning graduate students gain a
realistic understanding of the life of a clinical psychologist as well as the
diverse professional opportunities in the field.
Resiliencia en el Ande - Rosario Panez 2000
Human Development - Grace J. Craig 1999
Designed for students from a wide range of backgrounds, this text takes
a chronological and interdisciplinary approach to human development.
With its focus on context and culture, the 8/E illustrates that the status of
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human development is inextricably embedded in a study of complex and
changing cultures.
The Principles of Learning & Behavior - Michael Domjan 1986
This popular text gives students a comprehensive and readable
introduction to contemporary issues in learning and behaviour, while
providing balanced coverage of classical and instrumental conditioning.
Sales Force Management - Mark W. Johnston 2016-04-14
In this latest edition of Sales Force Management, Mark Johnston and
Greg Marshall continue to build on the tradition of excellence established
by Churchill, Ford, and Walker, increasing the book’s reputation globally
as the leading textbook in the field. The authors have strengthened the
focus on managing the modern tools of selling, such as customer
relationship management (CRM), social media and technology-enabled
selling, and sales analytics. It’s a contemporary classic, fully updated for
modern sales management practice. Pedagogical features include:
Engaging breakout questions designed to spark lively discussion
Leadership challenge assignments and mini-cases to help students
understand and apply the principles they have learned in the classroom
Leadership, Innovation, and Technology boxes that simulate real-world
challenges faced by salespeople and their managers New Ethical
Moment boxes in each chapter put students on the firing line of making
ethical choices in sales Role Plays that enable students to learn by doing
A selection of comprehensive sales management cases on the companion
website A companion website features an instructor’s manual,
PowerPoints, and other tools to provide additional support for students
and instructors.
El mundo interno adolescente Identidad, bienestar, sexualidad y
proyecto de vida - María Angélica Pease Dreibelbis 2021-11-01
Este primer tomo de la serie Ser adolescente en el Perú estudia los
aspectos del mundo intrapsíquico de las y los adolescentes: la identidad
psicosocial, el bienestar subjetivo, la sexualidad y su proyecto de vida.
Con el fin de abordar el proceso de construcción de la identidad, tarea
fundamental en esta etapa según las teorías de desarrollo psicosocial, se
recogen las concepciones y vivencias de las y los participantes sobre lo
que constituye un estado de vida bueno, los roles de género, la
diversidad sexual, los potenciales riesgos durante la adolescencia, la
educación sexual, así como las aspiraciones respecto a su ocupación
futura y los factores que facilitan u obstaculizan este proceso.
Encyclopaedia of Occupational Health and Safety - 1998
Guiding Children's Social Development and Learning - Marjorie Kostelnik
2014-01-01
Updated with an emphasis on NAEYC and other standards, GUIDING
CHILDREN'S SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT AND LEARNING, Eighth Edition,
focuses on ways professionals can help children develop both positive
feelings about themselves and social competence. Readers will find
practical, developmentally appropriate strategies for how to work with
children and families from many different backgrounds and
circumstances, and in a variety of group settings. And, they'll obtain a
unified framework for decision-making and professional practice that
incorporates sound principles of children's development, relationship
enhancement, and behavior management. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
Bibliografía general española e hispanoamericana - 1934
Feb./Mar. 1941 a cumulative volume covering period July 1936-Dec.
1940.
Cohabitation and Marriage in the Americas: Geo-historical
Legacies and New Trends - Albert Esteve 2016-11-03
This open access book presents an innovative study of the rise of
unmarried cohabitation in the Americas, from Canada to Argentina.
Using an extensive sample of individual census data for nearly all
countries on the continent, it offers a cross-national, comparative view of
this recent demographic trend and its impact on the family. The book
offers a tour of the historical legacies and regional heterogeneity in
unmarried cohabitation, covering: Canada, the United States, Mexico,
Central America, Colombia, the Andean region, Brazil, and the Southern
Cone. It also explores the diverse meanings of cohabitation from a crossnational perspective and examines the theoretical implications of recent
developments on family change in the Americas. The book uses data from
the Integrated Public Use Microdata Series, International (IPUMS), a
project dedicated to collecting and distributing census data from around
the world. This large sample size enables an empirical testing of one of
the currently most powerful explanatory frameworks for changes in
family formation around the world, the theory of the Second
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Demographic Transition. With its unique geographical scope, this book
will provide researchers with a new understanding into the spectacular
rise in premarital cohabitation in the Americas, which has become one of
the most salient trends in partnership formation in the region.
Boletín del depósito legal de obras impresas - Spain. Dirección General
de Archivos y Bibliotecas 1962
History of Psychology - David Hothersall 2022-04-30
Hothersall and Lovett's History of Psychology is a lively survey of the
evolution of the field from 1850 to the present. Built around the lives of
fascinating thinkers who proposed bold new ways of studying human
behavior and mental processes, and telling the true stories behind their
famous experiments, this textbook provides students with an intimate
understanding of how psychology came to be what it is today.
Thoroughly updated with the latest historical scholarship, the fifth
edition includes greater focus on the contributions of women and people
of color, and a new chapter on the late twentieth century and the
cognitive revolution. It also features updated pedagogy such as chapter
discussion questions and unique archival photographs, while instructor
resources include a test bank, lecture slides, and an instructor manual.
Preaching - John F. MacArthur 2005-08-21
Many sermons preached today lack the divine knowledge and spiritual
understanding available only through dynamic expository preaching. In
Preaching: How to Preach Biblically, John MacArthur’' well-known
passion for the Bible combines with the expertise of faculty members at
The Master's Seminary to inspire and equip preachers in effective
biblical preaching. Preaching: How to Preach Biblically flows from
biblical foundations for expository preaching through a detailed process
of developing expositions and creating sermons to the actual delivery of
expository messages, connecting what pastors learn in seminary with the
sermons preached in a local church. This volume shows how to progress
purposefully from one phase to the next in preparing to minister to God's
people through preaching. This book answers these questions and more:
What is expository, biblical preaching? What are the theological and
historical foundations for insisting on expository preaching? What are the
steps involved in preparation for and participation in biblical preaching?
What models exist for expository preaching today? The Master's
Seminary faculty, with over thirty years' experience in preaching and
seminary training of preachers, contributes a treasury of expertise
alongside insights from expositor John MacArthur. While united on their
commitment to exposition, the variety of individual expressions and
methodological preferences discussed offers beneficial assistance for any
preacher seeking a higher level of expository excellence.
Boletín bibliográfico mexicano - 1980
Anuario bibliográfico uruguayo - 1981
Educational Psychology - Anita Woolfolk 2013-03-01
In lucid and jargon-free prose, the text explains and illustrates
educational psychology's practical relevance for teachers and learners.
The new edition continues to emphasize the applications of research on
child development, on learning and cognition, on motivation, and on
instruction and assessment. At the same time the text has long been
counted on for its state of the art presentation of the field of educational
psychology, and this edition continues that tradition with new and
expanded coverage of import topics like the brain and neuroscience, the
impact of technology on the lives and learning of students, and student
diversity. From reviews of the book: "I polled my students . . . and the
vast majority actually liked the textbook (which is rare). They find it easy
to read, interesting and engaging. . . . This textbook's major strengths
are its cognitive perspective, its readability, and the fact that it puts into
practice some of the information-processing strategies that it teaches as
effective ways to process information. . . ." -Elizabeth Pemberton,
University of Delaware "[T]he text is written in a . . . conversational style
that invites students to actively explore complex questions about
teaching and learning. It is well-organized, supported with visual aids,
and various learning tools, such as guidelines, reflection activities, and
cases presenting opposing viewpoints. Most importantly, the text is
informed and well supported by contemporary scholarship in the field of
educational psychology." -Alina Reznitskaya, Montclair State University
Video-Enhanced Pearson eText. Included in this package is access to the
new Video-Enhanced eText for Educational Psychology: Active Learning
Edition exclusively from Pearson. The Video-Enhanced Pearson eText is:
Engaging. Full-color online chapters include dynamic videos that show
what course concepts look like in real classrooms, model good teaching
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practice, and expand upon chapter concepts. Over 51 video links, chosen
by our authors and other subject-matter experts, are embedded right in
context of the content you are reading Convenient. Enjoy instant online
access from your computer or download the Pearson eText App to read
on or offline on your iPad and Android tablets.* Interactive. Features
include embedded video, note taking and sharing, highlighting and
search. Affordable. Experience all these advantages of the VideoEnhanced eText along with all the benefits of print for 40% to 50% less
than a print bound book. *The Pearson eText App is available for free on
Google Play and in the App Store.* Requires Android OS 3.1 - 4, a 7" or
10" tablet or iPad iOS 5.0 or newer
Child and Adolescent Development for Educators - Judith L. Meece 2002
Studying child and adolescent development -- Physical development -Cognitive development : Piaget's and Vygotsky's theories -- Cognitive
development : information processing and intelligence theories -Language and literacy development -- Self-concept, identity, and
motivation -- Peer relations and moral development -- The family :
partners in education -- Supporting the development of children and
youth in school.
The Psychological Development of the Child - Paul Henry Mussen 1979
The Whole-Brain Child - Daniel J. Siegel 2011-10-04
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • More than 1 million copies in print! •
The authors of No-Drama Discipline and The Yes Brain explain the new
science of how a child’s brain is wired and how it matures in this
pioneering, practical book. “Simple, smart, and effective solutions to
your child’s struggles.”—Harvey Karp, M.D. In this pioneering, practical
book, Daniel J. Siegel, neuropsychiatrist and author of the bestselling
Mindsight, and parenting expert Tina Payne Bryson offer a revolutionary
approach to child rearing with twelve key strategies that foster healthy
brain development, leading to calmer, happier children. The authors
explain—and make accessible—the new science of how a child’s brain is
wired and how it matures. The “upstairs brain,” which makes decisions
and balances emotions, is under construction until the mid-twenties. And
especially in young children, the right brain and its emotions tend to rule
over the logic of the left brain. No wonder kids throw tantrums, fight, or
sulk in silence. By applying these discoveries to everyday parenting, you
can turn any outburst, argument, or fear into a chance to integrate your
child’s brain and foster vital growth. Complete with age-appropriate
strategies for dealing with day-to-day struggles and illustrations that will
help you explain these concepts to your child, The Whole-Brain Child
shows you how to cultivate healthy emotional and intellectual
development so that your children can lead balanced, meaningful, and
connected lives. “[A] useful child-rearing resource for the entire family . .
. The authors include a fair amount of brain science, but they present it
for both adult and child audiences.”—Kirkus Reviews “Strategies for
getting a youngster to chill out [with] compassion.”—The Washington
Post “This erudite, tender, and funny book is filled with fresh ideas based
on the latest neuroscience research. I urge all parents who want kind,
happy, and emotionally healthy kids to read The Whole-Brain Child. This
is my new baby gift.”—Mary Pipher, Ph.D., author of Reviving Ophelia
and The Shelter of Each Other “Gives parents and teachers ideas to get
all parts of a healthy child’s brain working together.”—Parent to Parent
Nineteen Eighty-Four - George Orwell 2021-01-09
"Nineteen Eighty-Four: A Novel", often published as "1984", is a
dystopian social science fiction novel by English novelist George Orwell.
It was published on 8 June 1949 by Secker & Warburg as Orwell's ninth
and final book completed in his lifetime. Thematically, "Nineteen EightyFour" centres on the consequences of totalitarianism, mass surveillance,
and repressive regimentation of persons and behaviours within society.
Orwell, himself a democratic socialist, modelled the authoritarian
government in the novel after Stalinist Russia. More broadly, the novel
examines the role of truth and facts within politics and the ways in which
they are manipulated. The story takes place in an imagined future, the
year 1984, when much of the world has fallen victim to perpetual war,
omnipresent government surveillance, historical negationism, and
propaganda. Great Britain, known as Airstrip One, has become a
province of a totalitarian superstate named Oceania that is ruled by the
Party who employ the Thought Police to persecute individuality and
independent thinking. Big Brother, the leader of the Party, enjoys an
intense cult of personality despite the fact that he may not even exist.
The protagonist, Winston Smith, is a diligent and skillful rank-and-file
worker and Outer Party member who secretly hates the Party and
dreams of rebellion. He enters into a forbidden relationship with a
colleague, Julia, and starts to remember what life was like before the
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Party came to power.
El mundo relacional adolescente. Familia, pares, pareja y comunidad María Angélica Pease Dreibelbis 2021-11-01
Este segundo tomo de la serie Ser adolescente en el Perú se centra en la
conectividad social de las y los adolescentes peruanos. Se analizan aquí
las expectativas que tienen sobre los vínculos que desarrollan con sus
cuidadores, pares, docentes y comunidades, además de la manera en que
los evalúan y viven en cada entorno. Asimismo, se aborda la forma en
que se gestan las relaciones familiares a partir de la teoría de estilos
parentales y las dinámicas de soporte y control, tratando de tipificar las
formas de relacionamiento en las familias de las y los adolescentes. Dada
la importancia de los pares en esta etapa del desarrollo, se analizan la
construcción de los lazos de amistad, el rol que estos cumplen y la
búsqueda de pareja como fenómenos significativos en la adolescencia.
The New Positioning: The Latest on the World's #1 Business Strategy Jack Trout 1997-05-22
In the same right-to-the-point, no-nonsense style that was a hallmark of
Positioning, this sequel squares off against critical marketing challenges
such as how to make sure your message gets through in an era of
information overload.
Revista psicogente - 2000
Integral Psychology - Ken Wilber 2000-05-16
The goal of an "integral psychology" is to honor and embrace every
legitimate aspect of human consciousness under one roof. This book
presents one of the first truly integrative models of consciousness,
psychology, and therapy. Drawing on hundreds of sources—Eastern and
Western, ancient and modern—Wilber creates a psychological model that
includes waves of development, streams of development, states of
consciousness, and the self, and follows the course of each from
subconscious to self-conscious to superconscious. Included in the book
are charts correlating over a hundred psychological and spiritual schools
from around the world, including Kabbalah, Vedanta, Plotinus, Teresa of
Ávila, Aurobindo, Theosophy, and modern theorists such as Jean Piaget,
Erik Erikson, Jane Loevinger, Lawrence Kohlberg, Carol Gilligan, Erich
Neumann, and Jean Gebser. Integral Psychology is Wilber's most
ambitious psychological system to date and is already being called a
landmark study in human development.
Discovering the Lifespan - Robert Stephen Feldman 2016-04-01
NOTE: Before purchasing, check with your instructor to ensure you
select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, and registrations are not
transferable. To register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products, you may also need a Course ID, which your instructor will
provide. Used books, rentals, and purchases made outside of Pearson If
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson, the access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included,
may be incorrect, or may be previously redeemed. Check with the seller
before completing your purchase. Discovering the Lifespan provides a
broad overview of the field of human development and features a strong
balance of research and application. In a unique departure from
traditional lifespan development texts, each chapter is divided into three
modules, and in turn, each module is divided into several smaller
sections. Consequently, students encounter material in smaller, more
manageable chunks that optimize learning.
A Child's World - Diane E. Papalia 2004
Abortion and Democracy - Barbara Sutton 2021-08-06
Abortion and Democracy offers critical analyses of abortion politics in
Latin America’s Southern Cone, with lessons and insights of wider
significance. Drawing on the region’s recent history of military
dictatorship and democratic transition, this edited volume explores how
abortion rights demands fit with current democratic agendas. With a
focus on Argentina, Chile, and Uruguay, the book’s contributors delve
into the complex reality of abortion through the examination of the
discourses, strategies, successes, and challenges of abortion rights
movements. Assembling a multiplicity of voices and experiences, the
contributions illuminate key dimensions of abortion rights struggles:
health aspects, litigation efforts, legislative debates, party politics, digital
strategies, grassroots mobilization, coalition-building, affective and
artistic components, and movement-countermovement dynamics. The
book takes an approach that is sensitive to social inequalities and to the
transnational aspects of abortion rights struggles in each country. It
bridges different scales of analysis, from abortion experiences at the
micro level of the clinic or the home to the macro sociopolitical and
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cultural forces that shape individual lives. This is an important
intervention suitable for students and scholars of abortion politics,
democracy in Latin America, gender and sexuality, and women’s rights.
Libros en venta en Hispanoamérica y España - 1992

con miras a proponer estrategias para que los docentes mejoren sus
prácticas y alcancen sus objetivos.
Host Bibliographic Record for Boundwith Item Barcode 30112044669122
and Others - 2013

Boletin informativo de documentación - 1964

Focusing - Eugene T. Gendlin 1982-08-01
The classic guide to a powerful technique that can increase your
mindfulness and lead to personal transformation Based on
groundbreaking research conducted at the University of Chicago, the
focusing technique has gained widespread popularity and scholarly
acclaim. It consists of six easy-to-master steps that identify and change
the way thoughts and emotions are held within the body. Focusing can
be done virtually anywhere, at any time, and an entire “session” can take
no longer than ten minutes, but its effects can be felt immediately–in the
relief of bodily tension and psychological stress, as well as in dramatic
shifts in understanding and insight. In this highly accessible guide, Dr.
Eugene Gendlin, the award-winning psychologist who developed the
focusing technique, explains the basic principles behind focusing and
offers simple step-by-step instructions on how to utilize this powerful tool
for tapping into greater self-awareness and inner wisdom. As you learn to
develop your natural ability to “focus,” you’ll find yourself more in sync
with both mind and body, filled with greater self-assurance, and better
equipped to make the positive changes necessary to improve and
enhance every aspect of your life.

Cognición, neurociencia y aprendizaje - María Angélica Pease 2016-02-01
Debate sobre la realidad de los adolescentes que acceden a la educación
superior en el cual participan diversas disciplinas: psicología,
neurociencia, sociología, biología, ingeniería, educación y medicina. La
investigación multidisciplinaria en este campo es reciente, sobre todo en
lo que se refiere a cómo los adolescentes aprenden, procesan
información y construyen conocimientos. Dado que aún prevalece la
visión del joven estudiante como un individuo con carencias y debilidades
frente a los adultos —con un cerebro «inacabado» y capacidades
incompletas—, este trabajo resulta fundamental para cambiar esta
mirada reduccionista y negativa. A través de los artículos de este libro se
trata a los adolescentes universitarios bajo una óptica distinta, como
sujetos de aprendizaje con grandes potencialidades y mentes que se
pueden estimular mediante procesos de enseñanza adecuados. Se trata
de una lectura que ayudará a identificar los aspectos que permitan
desarrollar las capacidades de los adolescentes en la educación superior,
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